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Abstract – This paper explores the scope and significance of
NoSQL in data storage technologies. The gist of the data
storage factors and compatibility of the NoSQL towards
these factors are discussed in this paper, which also include
the exploration of Big Data and role of NoSQL in Cloud
Computing. The paper finally delivered the statistics of the
rapid growth in data and the need of revolutionary strategies
in data storage.

and distinct led to the development of various variations of
NoSQL and is identified as non-relational databases, cloud
databases, Big Data databases among many other
terminologies used.
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•

Objectives of NoSQL Database
•

I. INTRODUCTION
•

Reasons to Look for an Alternative to RDBMS
A significant long stride of Relational databases as data
storage for responsible bequest applications of current
business and operational transactions is getting slow
down, which is due to the reasons claimed by development
teams involving in software engineering process. As per
these claims, the RDBMS models are not meeting the
current needs, and those are following:
• The new formats of the recent data, such as ordered,
unordered, partially ordered and unrelated structure
data sets.
• Frequent data pushing.
• Need of flexible and dynamic data formats to
compatible to modern programming.
• The vast usage of the scale out architecture by the
Organizations under cloud and commodity servers.

•
•

NoSQL Database Constraints
•

NoSQL alternative to RDBMS
NoSQL represents Not Only SQL and the key standards
of NoSQL environment to adopt as an alternative to the
RDBMS are:
• Capable to manage High velocity of input data from
divergent locations.
• Capable to store all formats of data such as ordered,
partially ordered, unordered and unrelated structure
datasets
• Capable to balance the volume of data in size of
terabytes and petabytes.
• Capable to manage data complexity due to the storage
at divergent locations and data centers.

NoSQL Database
NoSQL is a non-relational and widely distributed
database environment that makes fast informal collection
and analysis of data. NoSQL database was developed to
meet the requirements of data rapidly increasing in
quantity, intricacy, storage format and for its
functionalities like speed of access and operational
efficiency. This ever increasing huge data that is varied

NoSQL databases are designed to expand
transparently by scaling out to low-cost commodity
nodes.
Due to magnitude growth in transaction rates over the
last decade leads to massive increment in data storage,
in regard to this NoSQL handles the volumes of "big
data".
The NoSQL architecture demands less management,
hence it minimizes the Database Administrating role
due to its capabilities of automated recover and repair,
distributing the data, and simplified models of the
data.
Due to the usage of minimal cost commodity nodes as
data storage clusters, the NoSQL reflecting drastic
down fall of data storage cost and data process cost.
NoSQL propelled no restrictions regarding data
models; hence it allows any kind of structure of data
to be saved.

•

•

•
•

Many of available NoSQL databases are in early state
of adaptations with lack of considerable
characteristics. The scope of development comfort
claimed by NoSQL, most of the developers attract to
this as a significant alternative to RDBMS, but
enterprise owners of the data should be cautious to
select NoSQL as an alternative to RDBMS.
Majority of the benchmarking NoSQL systems
available are open source, hence the support is limited
and expecting contributions from industry legend
enterprises.
Programming expertise is an essential requirement
even in simple queries, which is due to the
unavailability of business intelligence tools to connect
to the NoSQL.
Though the design standards are ignoring the role of
administration, the current NoSQL adaptations
demands the skilled professionals deploy and manage.
Expertise in NoSQL usage is not common as like as
RDBMS usage, which is due to the early state of the
NoSQL Models. Hence the lapses of development
time bounds and over loaded developer schedules are
quite often. But this constraint is minimizing with
magnitude speed, which is due to the simplification of
NoSQL usage in current versions.
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Inline Caching
II. DATA MODELS OF NoSQL







Document model: This model pairs each key with
a polymorphic structure called document. This
polymorphic structure contains lot of divergent
key-value pairs. Here in these pairs a value is a
scalar value, a vector of values or another
polymorphic structure.
Graph model: This model is specific to maintain
the users information and their relations in social
networks.
Pairing each item with a key is referred as Keyvalue model, which is an easy and light weight
NoSQL database. In addition to simply storing
items with a key as identifier, stores the type of
the value also.
Wide Column models: These are specific to
querying extremely large datasets. In regard to
this, these models store the data as packed
columns (more than one column data will
concatenates as one entity

The Possible Advantages of Opting NoSQL
Dynamic Schemas
In current agile development scenario, the format of the
data is not stable and changes frequently with small
snippets of the data, hence the fixed schema structure that
used in RDBMS is not at all feasible in this regard. Hence
the NoSQL is not supporting fixed schemas, rather, it
supports the schemas used here can be changed
dynamically. As NoSQL databases allow the insertion of
data without a predefined schema, which makes it simple
to adapt changes to applications and delivers no admin
based reliable and fast transaction scope.

Auto-sharding
Expanding the storage area of a database across the
multiple servers is called sharding. The complexity of
sharding in traditional RDBMS is that the making
hardware of divergent servers acts as a single server, since
RDBMS shall not allow the expansion of database on
divergent hardware environment. This Sharding in
RDBMS is manual and also limits the veracity of the
transactions. In contrast to the sharding in RDBMS, the
NoSQL sharding is automatic and can be done without
explicit server pooling, since the NoSQL can scale-out to
divergent compatible hardware. The sharding in NoSQL is
also capable to balance the load of data and queries over
server pool automatically and also capable to manage any
of server downtime without application interruption.
Hence it is possible to use set of commodity servers as
hardware platform as a single high-end server for a
negligible cost that compared to sharding in RDBMS.

Replication
Structurally replicating the data leads to high availability
and recovery against failures, Henceforth the NoSQL
enables automatic replication with no explicit efforts and
administration.

Transaction caching is an excellent process that
improves system performance; The RDBMS models are
equipped with a caching mechanism that caches only
overloaded read transactions towards improving system
reading transactions performance. Due to its security
enabled complex architecture, the RDBMS is not having
the caching facility for write transactions, even unable to
apply caching process on transactions that are mix of read
and write. In contrast to the caching process of RDBMS,
The NoSQL has excellent inline caching strategy that
overcomes all the RDBMS limits explored.

III. THE INFLUENTIAL FACTORS OF
MIGRATING TOWARDS NoSQL
The wide applicability of NoSQL compared to relational
databases is because of multiple factors and mostly due to;
1) Support to random storage and indexing of Big Data
sets serving a huge user base;
2) Quick reading and writing of data;
3) Mass storage capability;
4) Scalability;
5) Cost reduction in terms of storage and processing
data;

Big Data
Data today is generated in huge volume and is
dynamically changing overtime comprising of usergenerated data or their applications machine-generated
data. This includes user related personal information,
system logging data, location dependent data, graph
oriented data, real time generated data etc. This data can
be quickly and effortlessly aggregated and made available
for companies such as Facebook, D&B and Twitter. The
data analyzed so is being used to build new applications or
enhance existing ones and is transforming the way user's
interact with the web in terms of voice, email or message
communication, entertainment, social media, ads and ecommerce.
So a database should be flexible to handle, build
efficiently a data set, store and retrieving it quickly using
any type of data, semi-structured, unstructured or various
other data types.
Semi structured and unstructured data are limited by the
inflexibilities of relational database such as the rigid
schema strategy. However NoSQL meets the growing user
requirements with a data model that is devoid of such
schema,
improves
application
and
database
communication and reduces code redundancy, recoding
and maintenance issues.

Big Users
The internet connects two billion people globally and
the average time spent online by a user is increasing, and
at the same time the number of concurrent users using an
application is also gradually on the rise. Till recently an
application with thousands of users was considered a huge
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number whereas many applications today deployed on the
cloud are available 24/7 and 365 days a year and have a
large and varied user base that is more than a million users
daily.
An application priority should be to support
dynamically the ever increasing user base that logs in
simultaneously. However due to the varied and dynamic
nature of the number of users accessing the application at
any point of time, the task to accurately foresee the
number of concurrent users has attained great significance.
Thus the main factors to be considered for any application
to dynamically support its increasing user base accessing
the application at a time are;
 Support to a user base ranging from zero to millions
should one of the main features of an application.
 Support should not be limited to global users who
access the application regularly but also to users who
use the application infrequently.
 Scalability at given time providing seamless
interaction to the user should define every new
application development.
The inefficiency of relational database technologies in
terms of scalability and quick access time is causing
developers to opt for NoSQL and its increasing relevance.

Fig. 1. The rapid growth of data in volumes and the drastic
changes in structure of data; the Big Data [Source:
www.couchbase.com/why-nosql/nosqldatabase ]

Cloud Computing
Cloud computing services with distinct features is a
platform that provides a scalable function over the internet
where the host is a physical or virtual host. Till recently
many services used two-tier client host architecture where
the host is the service provider and client is the user with
an individual system and the user base was fixed. Now a
cloud service provider uses a three tier internet
architecture run on a private or public cloud supporting a
huge number of contingency users globally.
In three-tier architecture a web browser or a mobile
application is used by the user to access the application
over the internet. The cloud employs a scale-out model to
support sudden increase in global concurrent users
deploying further resources like servers such as an asset
server to the web/application tier where a load balancer
manages the increasing volumes of traffic.
However relational databases are inefficient with rigid
features and fail in scale-out performance that is overcome
using NoSQL database whose scale-out performance is
excellent using the cloud services and three-tier internet
architecture.

Fig. 2. Representation of the magnitude speed observed
about transactions in Big Data
[Source: http://hortonworks.com/blog/7-key-driversforthe-big-data-market ]

Fig. 3. The rapid growth in the users, which is due to the
usage of smart phones and the apps available
[Source:www.couchbase.com/why-nosql/nosqldatabase ]

Fig. 4. The 3 layered architecture of internet, which is in
the scope of scalable data process against magnitude
speed of user’s growth
[Source: www.couchbase.com/why-nosql/nosqldatabase]
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IV. CONCLUSION
structured storage system. ACM SIGOPS Operating Syst Rev
NoSQL database is an emerging database technology
and if further developed according to the criteria defined
can give great results. Enterprises using the database
should understand the various issues surrounding the final
viability in terms of concerns such as user security and
privacy associated with the data.
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